
Merge1 Microsoft Bundle
Capture and archive Microsoft communications:  
Yammer, SharePoint Online, MS Teams, Skype for Business  
and OneDrive. 

Empower Compliant Teamwork And Collaboration Across Your 
Microsoft Applications 

Merge1’s Microsoft Bundle helps companies easily archive communications 

taking over SharePoint, Skype for Business, Microsoft Teams, OneDrive and 

Yammer for Compliance and eDiscovery.

As the world’s most popular content management, collaboration and content sharing platform, Microsoft Office 365 applications 

have provided more convenience and productivity for the workforce than any other technologies available today. With the growing 

set of content being stored and shared on Microsoft Office 365 applications, the regulatory mandates for mediums like MS Teams, 

SharePoint, Yammer, etc. have also increased.

Veritas Merge1’s advanced compliance and robust capture solution could save your company a substantial amount of time and money. 

This powerful tool does not need any supervision and will continuously archive communications taking over all apps. Merge1 gives you 

the capability to tag individual documents or key words to enhance future search results. What may have taken weeks or months in the 

past can be significantly condensed.

Veritas Merge1 is essentially the only universal message ingestion engine on the market today. While other products and services  

claim to offer similar functionality, Veritas Merge1 stands alone as the most mature and proven solution for ingestion of multiple 

message types, while simultaneously offering the flexibility of user-defined templates and rules, with the ability to import the data into 

any archive.

Yammer

Communications taking place over Yammer can easily be archived when 

adding Merge1 to your existing infrastructure. As opposed to other 

archiving compliance solutions, which require sending your workforce’s 

critical, sensitive communications to a third-party data store, Merge1 

captures Yammer communications and stores them in your existing email 

archive, whether on-prem (e.g. Veritas Enterprise Vault) or in the Cloud 

(e.g. Microsoft Office 365).

Skype for Business

Merge1 captures Skype for Business communications and stores them 

in your existing email archive, whether on-prem (e.g. Veritas Enterprise 

Vault) or in the Cloud (e.g. Microsoft Office 365). Skype for Business 

offers secure meetings and video conferences with up to 250 simultaneous users. It integrates with the Microsoft Office 365 suite of 

applications, including Outlook, Word and PowerPoint.

“Merge1 is truly a pioneer product in 
the compliance space. It’s an easy to 
set up solution for our many complex 
problems. The support team is top 
notch as well.”

Bo He,  
Vice President, KKR



About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 87 percent of the Fortune Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify 
data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and 
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical 
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data 
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas 
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100 
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud 
platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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OneDrive

Merge1 helps archive files from the OneDrive for Business Bundle-sharing platform into your existing email archive. Whether 

you need to archive and centralize your Cloud-based files for compliance, eDiscovery or Info Governance, Merge1 facilitates the 

archiving of your OneDrive for Business files and documents.

MS Teams

Communications taking place over Microsoft Teams can easily be archived when adding Merge1 to your existing infrastructure. 

As opposed other solutions, which require sending your workforce’s critical, sensitive communications to a third-party data store, 

Merge1 captures Microsoft Teams communications and stores them in your existing email archive.

SharePoint

The hefty communications taking place over Microsoft SharePoint can easily be archived when adding Merge1 to your existing 

infrastructure. Merge1 will extract any les that have been integrated into SharePoint through collaboration. You can now archive any 

replies, blog posts, like, comments and documents within your SharePoint communications for compliance and eDiscovery needs.

Works With Any Archive Including Your Existing Infrastructure

• Archive Agnostic: Compatible with any archive, including Office 365.

• Fully Customizable: Can be customized to support any content, including proprietary content sources.

• On-Prem or SaaS: Run Merge1 on-premise or subscription based.

• Designed for Simplicity: No training required. Small footprint. Runs on existing infrastructure. Quick setup.

Helps Comply With Major Regulatory Bodies

• Financial: SEC, FINRA, CFTC, SOX, MiFID II

• Pharma & Healthcare: FDA, HIPAA, FDCA, ARRA

• Governmental: FOIA, FISMA

• Energy & Utilities: FERC, DOE, NERC, State Regulations

• International / Commercial: FTC, GDPR
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